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An inclusively-designed Knowledge-Sharing Platform is actively being built.

Focus: the “how” of development co-operation.

Focus: challenge areas co-developed by Working Groups 1 and 3.

Community-driven: resources sourced and shared directly by members.

Demand-driven: substantive groups and thematic discussions.

Ability to connect with EDC practitioners with likeminded interests, working in similar contexts or with relevant expertise.

Stakeholder and context-specific resources for engaging in EDC.

Foundation of a global community of practice
Global Partnership

An inclusively-designed Knowledge-Sharing Platform is actively being built.

- Robust knowledge library (resources, events, trainings)
- Global consultation forum
- Constituency-specific toolkits
- Group co-working / consultation spaces

Strengthening coordination and dialogue structures
Collecting, managing and using development co-operation data
Building the capacity of various stakeholders
Engaging civil society, local governments and the private sector
Understanding and mapping diverse financial flows

Resource Library

523 Resources

- Webinar: Maximizing Finance for Development
- Report: National Aid Policies: Key Pillars of Mutual Accountability
- Report: Private Finance-Blending for Development - Risks and Opportunities
**Way forward**

**Soft launch** in February, public launch at SLM (TBC)

**Steering Committee** as key advocates for use of the platform and the success of building the community of practice

**Consider** how the platform could be used in the lead-up to the SLM